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ABSTRACT

Concerning the requirements of future rocket technolo-
gies, which are the cost-efficient access to orbit as well as
an increase in system reliability, a deeper insight into the
unsteady phenomena during ascent of modern launchers
is essential. Especially unsteady interactions and reso-
nances of flow separation inside the nozzle, the turbulent
launcher wake and the nozzle structure play an important
role for the design of future main stage propulsion sys-
tems. The so called buffeting coupling phenomenon is
one of the main challenges during ascent. In the present
study of the Ariane-5 launcher a coupled simulation of
the afterbody with a realistic structural and aerodynamic
representation of different nozzle configurations is car-
ried out using unsteady Detached Eddy Simulations on
the CFD side, coupled with second order structural com-
putations for different nozzle configurations. The essen-
tial features of the interaction process are well captured.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Concerning requirements of future launcher technolo-
gies, the rocket engine is one of the most important parts.
A deeper insight into the unsteady phenomena in the noz-
zle region during the start phase and especially unsteady
side-loads, induced by the interaction of flow separation
in the launcher wake and the nozzle structure will play
an important role for the design of future propulsion sys-
tems. This so called buffeting coupling is still one of the
main challenges during ascent. In the last decade various
experimental and numerical studies have been carried out
concerning the ascent of the Ariane-5 launcher. The cou-
pling between external pressure pulsations and internal
shock position was investigated for example by Torngren
[1]. Structural ovalization modes of simplified nozzle
configurations and influences of forced nozzle motions at
given frequencies on the dynamics of shock waves inside
the nozzle are taken into account by Schwane [2]. How-
ever until now it was not possible to simulate the unsteady
turbulent flow field of the whole launcher configuration
and the interaction with the realistic nozzle structure si-
multaneously by hybrid LES/RANS methods. DES, as

proposed by Spalart et.al. [3], is expected as a promising
approach to resolve the unsteady turbulent flow field of
such configurations as shown by Deck [4]. DES is a hy-
brid approach for the modelling of turbulent flow fields
at complex geometries by combining the best features
of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) in bound-
ary layers and the large eddy simulation (LES) outside to
predict massively separated unsteady flow fields at high
Reynolds-numbers especially in separated wake flows. In
various numerical studies over the last years steady and
unsteady turbulent simulations of the Ariane-5 configu-
ration were carried out under turbulent transonic condi-
tions with and without plume [5]. The DES results were
compared with experimental data of the FFA T1500 wind
tunnel facility of the FOI Sweden. After these flow-field
investigations fluid structure couplings are carried out for
the nozzle part to investigate resonance phenomena and
loads. In a first step this is tested using the geometry of
the wind tunnel model nozzle with the transferred struc-
ture of the Vulcain-2 nozzle and finally with the real-
istic geometry of the Vulcain-2 for the whole coupling
cycle. A typical Mach number field for the configura-
tion, including nozzle flow and plume is shown in Fig. 1.
In former investigations steady and unsteady Ariane-5
simulations under turbulent conditions are carried out at
transonic wind tunnel conditions including jet flow and
launcher wake [6]. While in the first studies simplified
generic configurations of the launcher were investigated,
here unstructured grids are generated including helium-
shell, connectors between booster and main body as well
as various other details and two different nozzle geome-
tries. Fig. 2 gives an impression of the details the NLR
model, used for wind tunnel testing. After preliminary
coupled simulations with a simplified structural descrip-
tion of the nozzle [5], a structural description as well
as a CFD grid of the Vulcain-2 nozzle contour is used.
The structural representation of the nozzle is provided by
EADS-ST. The FEM computations of the structure are
carried out by the commercial tool ANSYS [5] and the
coupling by interpolation routines of the Technical Uni-
versity Braunschweig [7] and the commercial MPCCI li-
brary [5].



Figure 1. Mach number contours of the Ariane-5 launcher atM∞ = 0.8. Steady RANS simulation

2. NUMERICAL SIMULATION TOOLS

2.1. CFD-solver TAU

The CFD computations for this study are performed by
the hybrid structured/unstructured DLR Navier-Stokes
Solver TAU [8]. The DLR-TAU-code is a second or-
der finite-volume flow solver for the Euler and Navier-
Stokes equations in the integral form. Different numer-
ical schemes like cell-centered for sub- and transonic
flow and AUSMDV for super- and hypersonic flow con-
ditions are implemented. Second-order accuracy for up-
wind schemes is obtained by the MUSCL extrapolation,
in order to allow the capturing of strong shocks and con-
tact discontinuities. A three-stage explicit Runge-Kutta
scheme as well as a point implicit LUSGS scheme are
options to advance the solutions in time for steady flow
fields. For convergence acceleration local time stepping,
implicit residual smoothing and full multigrid are imple-
mented. Fast and accurate transient flow simulations are
computed by a second order Jameson type dual time step-
ping scheme, as an implicit algorithm which is not re-
stricted in the choice of the smallest time step in the flow
field. Several one- and two equation turbulence models
are available for steady as well as unsteady simulations.
In the presented RANS-cases the one-equation Spalart-
Allmaras (SA) model is used which is briefly described
in the following. The model defines the eddy viscosity
field as

µt = ρνt = ρν̃fν1 (1)

with ρ as the density,νt as the turbulent kinematic viscos-
ity andfν1 as a near wall-function that guarantees linear
behavior of the turbulent transport quantity in the vicinity
of walls:
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with d as the wall distance. This transport equation
contains phenomenological models of productionP , de-
structionD and diffusionDF . The destruction termD
is needed to model the blocking effects near walls. In
the production termP a modified vorticityS̃ appears that
maintains the linear behavior of the model near walls:

S̃ = S +
ν̃

k2d 2
fν2, fν2 = 1 −
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1 + χfν1
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The functionfν2 is constructed in a way that the vorticity
S maintains its log-layer behavior all the way to the wall.
The destruction term
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is constructed by using the wall functionfw:
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Figure 2. NLR wind tunnel model for buffeting forces
measurements (figure from Maseland [10])



The different model constantscν1, cb1, cb2, cw1, cw3 are
determined by experimental data and analytical solutions
and are well known for turbulent flow fields [9].
During the last decade more recent turbulence models
like DES are implemented [3]. DES is a hybrid RANS-
LES approach that bases on a modification of the wall
distance term in the SA model. While RANS is used in
the unsteady boundary layer flow with a standard grid
resolution where it performs reasonable results, LES is
used in separated regions where relevant turbulent scales
can be modeled. The switching between RANS and LES
bases on a characteristic length scale, chosen to be pro-
portional with∆ which is the largest cell dimension:

∆ = max(∆x, ∆y, ∆z) (7)

For the standard DES formulation the wall distanced in
the SA model is replaced bỹd which is defined as:

d̃ = min(d, CDES∆) (8)

with CDES as a constant calibrated by using isotropic
turbulence. Outside of the boundary layer a local equilib-
rium between production and destruction term in the SA
model is expected. This local balance leads to the rela-
tion ν̃ ∝ S̃ · d̃ 2 which is very similar to the relation in the
Smagorinsky model, namelyνt ∝ S · d 2.

2.2. Fluid-Structure coupling

The equation which governs the structural dynamics in an
unsteady Finite Element model [11] is

[M ]{q̈(t)} + [C]{q̇(t)} + [K]{q(t)} = {R(t)} (9)

with R(t) as the aerodynamic forces, q(t) as the nodal dis-
placement vector,̇q(t) as the nodal velocity vector and
q̈(t) as the nodal acceleration vector. Three matrices are
taken into account, named by[M ] for the mass matrix,
[C] for the damping matrix and[K] for the stiffness ma-
trix. In our analysis, the applied external load is only
given by the forces inside and outside of the nozzle. A
strong loose coupling scheme is used to obtain a solu-
tion of the problem. The software in which the algorithm
is implemented has been and is being developed within
Integrated design of the Hot Structures (IMENS+) DLR
project. Each of the coprocesses sets the boundary con-
ditions, starts, stops, and controls a simulation code. The
physical quantities are exchanged by means of conserva-
tive extended VTK interpolation routines [7] or option-
ally by commercial MPCCI routines. The coprocesses
and the exchange of the physical quantities are controlled
by a python script called control code, in which the cou-
pling scheme is implemented. Within this software, a
strong coupled solution algorithm is used. The flux dia-
gram of the program is shown in Fig. 3. It contains two
loops, an inner and an outer loop. In the inner loop, we
obtain a solution within the time interval [tn, tn+1] by
means of an equilibrium iteration and using the reduction
of deformations as a convergence criterion. In the outer

Figure 3. Flux diagram of the coupling procedure

loop, the time of the simulation is updated and the pro-
gram is prepared to compute a new inner loop. The main
steps are:

1. The flow solution is read and mean nodal forces are
transferred by a conservative interpolation.

2. The forces are used as a boundary condition on each
of the structure nodes. Then, the displacement of
the structure is obtained for the current time interval
[tn, tn+1] and mapped on the fluid mesh.

3. The fluid mesh is deformed by an additional de-
formation module according to the given displace-
ments.

4. A new flow solution is calculated, taking into ac-
count the movement of the structure .

5. A new structural solution gives the displacement of
the structural nodes.

6. The convergence of the internal loop is checked by
calculating the total change of deformations(ǫ ≤
10−2). If this convergence criterion is not fulfilled,
the loop returns to point 3.

7. The current time is updated and the programs returns
to point 3.

Normally, within the simulation, at least two equilibrium
loops, and between two and four are necessary to achieve
the desired convergence.

2.3. Interpolation between structural and aerody-
namic part

In order to apply the calculated aerodynamic forces, they
have to be transformed to the structural grid points. Since
obviously the aerodynamic and structural grids do not co-
incide, a methodology for the transfer of loads and dis-
placements between the grids has to be employed. The



Figure 4. Symmetry plane of the Ariane-5 grid with Vulcain-2nozzle and cut outs of the nozzle section

software Visualization Tool Kit (VTK) in addition to the
necessary modifications and algorithms [7] is used as in-
terpolation routine for the Vulcain 2 grid while for the
study of the Volvo-S6 wind tunnel nozzle the commer-
cial MPCCI toolkit was used. A conservative interpola-
tion is chosen for the analysis because both the structure
and the fluid are solved unsteadily [12]. The advantage
of the conservative formulation lies in the higher numer-
ical accuracy as well as in the physical justification for
the transfer of forces and displacements between differ-
ent surface discretizations. This approach was used for
the present study and it assures that, within the expected
accuracy, no energy is added to the system in the simu-
lation time. At the beginning of the simulation a matrix
which maps the inner and outer walls of the nozzle on the
nodes of the structural shell elements is computed.

3. COMPUTATIONAL GRIDS

3.1. CFD-grids

While in former studies [6] simplified configurations
and nozzle geometries with structured hexahedral grids
[13] were investigated, for the presented simulations the
whole launcher geometry, provided by FOI [5], was dis-
cretized by surface triangles with a strongly increased
grid density in the nozzle region and around the helium
tank. In an additional step the wind tunnel model ge-
ometry is modified by exchanging the central nozzle by
the original Vulcain-2 geometry, provided by EADS-ST.
Due to the problem of highly time consuming DES sim-
ulations all regions without special interest for the buf-
feting coupling are discretized as coarse as possible to
receive a grid with about6 · 106 nodes totally. Neverthe-
less this grid contains the whole non symmetric launcher
with various details (see Fig. 4). The booster nozzles,
which were not included in the CAD description, were

designed by following the shape and dimensions of the
former grids to resolve the principle experimental setup,
where a double sting with outlets was mounted inside [5].
Also the helium tank aside of the central nozzle is modi-
fied to provide better grid resolution in the boundary layer
by simplifying geometrical constraints. Fuel tubes at the
body, included in the wind tunnel model, were omitted
with the exception of the fittings at the end that can have
significant influence on the nozzle. A detailed view of the
nozzle section is included in Fig. 4 to get an overview of
the grid resolution between boosters and central Nozzle.

3.2. Ansys-grids

The structural behaviour of the Volvo-S6 and the Vulcain-
2 nozzle extension [14] is carried out by using the com-
mercial software Ansys. For the Vulcain-2 geometry a
simplified model of the nozzle, which contains its three
main parts: tube wall, Turbine Exhaust Gases (TEG),
and the outskirt is used in the simulation while the ge-
ometry of the Volvo-S6 nozzle is kept unchanged. The
simplified models were calibrated to show the same natu-
ral frequencies and modes according to the original struc-
tural description, provided by EADS-ST. The torus TEG
is simplified for the Vulcain-2 grid and is kept uniform
as shown in Fig. 5 together with comparisons of the2nd

mode and the Volvo-S6 nozzle. The elements used in
Ansys for this configuration are shell elements for the
structure and outskirt stiffeners and beam elements for
the tube wall stiffeners. The complete Vulcain-2 struc-
tural model has 8640 nodes and 9064 elements. The mesh
exchanged with the flow solver contains only the shell el-
ements which define the geometry. Thus, the stiffeners
are just modelled in the structural part.



4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

4.1. Flow and boundary conditions for Volvo-S6 and
Vulcain-2 case

For the calculations of the Ariane-5 nozzle-flowfield,
wind tunnel conditions of M=0.8,Re = 25 · 106 re-
lated to the launcher length are chosen [5]. In addition
to the Volvo-S6 nozzle of the wind tunnel tests the orig-
inal shape of the Vulcain-2 nozzle was included to the
launcher geometry (See Fig. 4). All computations were
carried out under the assumption of perfect gas, also in-
side of the nozzle since the experiments used high pres-
sure nitrogen for the jets. This is also the reason for
the chosen temperature at the nozzle inflow plane of 400
K. For the Volvo-S6 nozzle the chamber pressure was
taken from wind tunnel conditions as 4.3 MPa while
for the Vulcain-2 geometry the pressure was adapted
with respect to the area ratio and the flight conditions to
11.7 MPa.

4.2. Steady RANS-results

DES, as a method for the description of unsteady turbu-
lent flow, needs a steady turbulent solution to start, which
is generated with the same RANS model DES bases on.
Such a RANS solution for the full configuration at Mach
0.8 is shown in Fig. 1. The interaction between the dif-
ferent plumes and the structures between the boosters and
the central nozzle in the symmetry plane can be seen
clearly, even for this steady simulation.

4.3. DES Results of the flow field

As a next step towards a coupled transient CSD-CFD
simulation Detached Eddy Simulations with both config-

TEG

Tube wall

Outskirt with
stiffeners

Figure 5. Top: ANSYS structural grids of the Vulcain-
2, Volvo-S6 and refined generic Vulcain-2 nozzle for the
coupled simulation.Bottom:2nd modes of the respective
structure.

urations of the Ariane 5 model were started regardless the
structural behavior of the nozzle. These computations ran
with a physical timestep of4ms (flight time) for about7s
for the Vulcain-2 configuration. Due to the supersonic
flow conditions in the nozzle plumes the AUSMDV up-
wind scheme was chosen for the numerics.
DES results of the launcher are shown in Fig. 6,which is
a snapshot figure, for the Volvo-S6 and the Vulcain-2 ge-
ometry. The flow structures that appear on the main stage
nozzle, generated by the vortical flowfield near the edge
of the cylindrical part of the central stage are clearly vis-
ible. In the right part of Fig. 6 (side view) the influence
of the tubing connection box (see Fig. 4) on the stream
traces can be seen clearly. A difference in the position
of the pressure maximum at the lower part of both noz-
zles (Fig. 6 both side views) is a direct result of the dis-
placement of the wake vortex separating at the edge of
the central stage, also shown in Fig. 7, side view, by the
averaged pressure and stream lines. Another important
detail of the investigated configuration is the asymmetry
of the launcher generated by the helium-shell which is ob-
viously of significant size. Different experimental studies
have shown influences of this sphere on the unsteady be-
havior of the flow on both sides of the central nozzle. A
shading effect on the pressure fluctuations in that region
where the shell is located was stated in former studies
[13] and numerical simulations without this sphere have
shown stronger unsteadiness. Nevertheless the mecha-

Figure 6. Snapshot of Cp contours and instantaneous
stream traces in the nozzle region. Front (left) and side
(right) view. Top: Volvo-S6 nozzle, bottom: Vulcain-2
nozzle.



Figure 7. Averaged Cp contours of the configuration and
averaged stream traces. Front (left) and side (right) view.
Top: Volvo-S6 nozzle, bottom: Vulcain-2 nozzle.

nisms of the the shading effects are still not fully under-
stood. Even the trace of the pressure contour for the He-
shell is visible on the surface aside of the shell. by an-
alyzing the DES-snapshot in Fig. 6 the shading mecha-
nism becomes clear. While in the part without sphere the
unsteady flow from the gap between booster and central
stage can directly hit the nozzle where a much more re-
fined vortex system develops, this mechanism is blocked
by the shell on the opposite side for both configurations.
For a deeper analysis of the results, statistical data was
extracted from unsteady simulations in conjunction with
the standard deviation of the pressure coefficient, called
σCp, which is the Root Mean Square (RMS) value of Cp.
A unique feature of all LES and hybrid RANS/LES mod-
els like DES is the capability to obtain such RMS-data of
the pressure in the whole flow field. In Fig. 8 the regions,
where unsteady phenomena appear are characterized by
large values ofσCp for both nozzle configurations.
An asymmetry of the flow in the nozzle region is visible
in the front and side view in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. While
the asymmetry in the front view results from the helium-
shell, the already discussed asymmetry in the side view
is visibly a consequence of the tubing connection box
at the end of the main stage (see Fig. 4). As a result
the free shear layer behind the main stage is deflected
in a way, that it hits the nozzle at a different position
(Fig. 7 side view). This effect appears for both configura-
tions.Aditionally for the Vulcain-2 configuration the noz-
zle ring (the TEG) influences the flow in this region with

Figure 8. RMS values of unsteady Cp distribution of the
configuration. Front(left) and side (right) view. Top:
Volvo-S6 nozzle, bottom: Vulcain-2 nozzle.

respect to the impingement position of the shear layer.
In the experiments an unsteady behavior of the vortex
flow was investigated at the lower part of the thermal pro-
tection cylinder (on top of the central nozzle, see Fig. 4).
This maximum inσCp is clearly visible at the side-view
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Figure 9. Averaged pressure distribution and standard
deviation along circumferental rings around the central
nozzle. Comparison between experimental results and
DES.



Figure 10. Deformation of the Volvo-S6 nozzle geome-
try at three dimensionless times, 1000 times exaggerated.
Side and bottom view.

Figure 11. Deformation of the Vulcain-2 nozzle geometry
at three dimensionless times, 30 times exaggerated view.
Side and bottom view.

of Fig. 8 For a validation of the DES simulations by ex-
perimental data, a comparison of Cp andσCp in two re-
spective nozzle cuts is shown in Fig. 9. As visible the
angular position of maxima and minima of the wind tun-
nel data are well fittet by DES, though the RMS-values
are globally overpredicted.

4.4. Fluid structure coupling

Finally fluid-structure coupling analysisfor both nozzle
geometries were carried out. The computation were per-
formed over several periods of the structural oscillation.
At hand of preliminary inviscid simulations on a coarse
tetrahedral grid a sufficient physical timestep of2ms in
flight time scale for each structural coupling was deter-
mined. For both configurations the upper circle of the
nozzle structure is fixed while the outflow part is kept free
for any deformation. An impression of the computational
effort for the coupling can be given by the fact, that each
coupling step for the Vulcain-2 configuration took about
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Figure 12. Displacement of a single point on the Volvo-S6
and Vulcain-2 nozzle over dimensionless time.

3 hours of computational time on 128 Blue-Gene proces-
sors. A wide spectrum of natural oscillations could be in-
vestigated on both nozzle configurations. For the Volvo-
S6 nozzle a sequence of 1000 times exaggerated shapes
colored by surface deformations is shown in Fig. 10, seen
from side and bottom. The view is exxagerated by this
factor to give a better impression of the behaviour and the
variety of responding structural modes. The deformation
contours are scaled by the inner nozzle diameter and the
dimensionless time is also scaled by this diameter and the
launcher onflow velocity. For the Vulcain-2 nozzle on the
other hand mainly an ovalization mode is stimulated su-
perimposed by other modes, resulting in a rotation of the
minima and maxima of the deformation (Fig. 11). Such
ovalization modes were also investigated by Schwane et.
al. [2]. The position of the minimum in the nozzle radius
is marked in the bottom view of Fig. 11 by arrows. The
couterclockwise rotation of this position is obvious.

In contrast to the Volvo-S6 geometry, where the
deformation-amplitude was small compared to the noz-
zle diameter, this is no longer the case for the re-
alistic Vulcain-2 nozzle simulation where the relative
deformation is about 10 times larger. The abso-
lute deformation of the nozzle with an outlet diam-
eter of 2m is in the order of 3mm in amplitude.
In Fig. 12 the relative displacement components of a sin-
gle point perpendicular to the flow direction are plotted
against the dimensionless time used in the former figures.
The dimensional resonance frequency of the structure is
in the range of 30 Hz, but, as already mentioned, the har-
monic movement of this mode is superimposed by addi-
tional modes with similar, but not identical frequencies.
In addition the timestamps of Fig. 10 and 11 are included
as symbols in both curves.



5. CONCLUSIONS

The present study investigates the fluid structure interac-
tion at the nozzle section of the Ariane-5 launcher under
transonic conditions. Two nozzle geometries were inves-
tigated, a Volvo-S6 nozzle of the wind tunnel model in
the FFT 1500 facility and in addition the structure of the
Vulcain-2 nozzle. Time accurate Detached Eddy Simu-
lations are performed around the nozzles to resolve most
energetic turbulent structures in this area. Furthermore,
fluid structure coupling between DES flow simulations
and FEM data was carried out and ran over seven periods
of nozzle oscillation. The essential interaction between a
turbulent flow field and the nozzle structure was demon-
strated for the first time for a complete launcher configu-
ration by using hybrid RAS-LES turbulence modelling.
For both, the original wind tunnel configuration and a
realistic Vulcain-2 nozzle shape, including the structural
model, the modal response of different geometries to the
unsteady flow field could be investigated in detail. In
contrast to simulations for the generic wind tunnel model
nozzle, the amplitudes of the Vulcain-2 nozzle deforma-
tion lie in a realistic range of the order of3mm.
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